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Friends, ladies and gentlemen, my fellow Gerry Roxas Leadership
Awardees and tonight's honorees:
Let me begin this short message with a request which I hope you would
oblige.
Here's the request. Would you kindly look at the people you are seated
with at your respective tables right now.
Thank you. Now, let me ask you: if you were to bump into these very
same people outside of this gathering, would you have told yourselves,
"sigurado ko, Gerry Roxas Leadership Awardee ang taong ito"?
How many of you would say, yes?
I would not ask which of you would say, no. I guess that would be too
embarrassing.
That brings me to the very simple point I aim to drive home tonight.
And, the point is this: what might distinguish a Gerry Roxas Leadership
awardee?
How could one tell right away that a person one bumps into is in the
roster of the outstanding young people recognized by the Gerry Roxas
Foundation every year?
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May I offer a view?
For me, there are three telltale signs.
Tatlong palatandaan.
Una, ang "tindig".
Pangalawa, ang "tinig".
Pangatlo, ang "tatag ng pagkatao".
The stand. The voice. The strength of character.
Let me explain each briefly.
"Tindig". The word has various applications in leadership language. It
might simply mean "presence". When a leader walks into a room,
everyone notices. Heads turn. The venue becomes silent. Reason: the
leader has established his physical presence and people can't help but
feel it.
There is another application of that term. "Tindig" refers to that
leadership quality one sees during challenging times. An authentic
leader stands up to be counted. An authentic leader takes a stand on
issues. An authentic leader stands up for those who belong to the
underprivileged sector of our society who cannot do so for themselves.
''Tindig'' is the root word of "Paninindigan". I guess one can't be called a
leader unless he or she possesses the ability to take and make a stand.
Tindig. Panindigan. Presence. Stand.
Let me go to the second sign: "tinig". Voice.
The mention of the word evokes a picture of a person who, when he or
she speaks, people listen. That's a leader. That's THE leader. One knows
he or she is a leader when he or she has found his or her voice: his or her
"tinig" - in the physical and symbolic sense of that word.
To possess the attribute of "tinig" means the ability to command and to
generate respect for one's views, for one's stand ... for one's principles. It
also means the ability to move people to action and to inspire them even
when there seems to be little reason to hope.
"Tinig" is crucial; it is vital. One is a leader not only because one uses
that "tinig" to champion a cause or an advocacy but also because one
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lends it to others who cannot speak for themselves. His is the voice of
the powerless; his is the voice of the marginalized elements of society;
his is the voice of the victims of oppression, criminality and injustice.
Tinig. Voice.
Let me go to third and last sign that one is an authentic leader: tatag ng
pagkatao.
Strength of character.
There are things that distinguish a leader from others who are mere
commanders or managers. Commanding is about execution. Managing
is about performance.
Leadership is about the strength of character. One can command or
manage even without possessing this trait. But one cannot claim to be a
leader without it.
When I think of "tatag ng pagkatao", I imagine the bamboo. It can
bend with the wind, but it isn't broken even by the latter's strongest
gush. It is pliant and at the same time resilient. It can withstand
challenges without being broken.
The strongest challenges we face today are the tests of character. Our
ability to remain committed to what is right and just is constantly being
tested in the corridors of power ... and in the arena of adversity.
Particularly for people who wield political power, the temptation is
strong to lie ... to cheat ... to mangle the truth ... to plunder the people's
coffers.
To them, the temptation is strong to overprice the purchase of goods
and the construction of edifices.
When one succumbs to such temptation, one has no strength of
character. Mahina ang kaniyang pagkatao ... at maitim ... ang
kanyang budhi.
So, there you are, my friends, ladies and gentlemen - the three telltale
signs that one is a leader. Tindig. Tinig. Tatag ng pagkatao.
I believe we honor you tonight not just to recognize the outstanding
academic feats you have achieved ... but also to honor the presence of
these three elements in the exercise of your leadership in your chosen
fields of endeavor.
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Now, let me put things in correct perspective.
I did not pluck these three things out of thin air. I did not invent them.
Tindig, tinig and tatag ng pagkatao are the very description ... of the
man ... after whom the leadership award given to all of us is named
after: the patriot and leader, Senator Gerardo Manuel de Leon Roxas,
Sr., or simply, the much-loved Gerry Roxas.
In enumerating tindig, tinig and tatag ng pagkatao as the hallmarks of
authentic leadership, I was merely echoing and summarizing the many
descriptions I heard about him from people who met him, saw him and
experienced his leadership first hand. (I also saw him when I was a
grade schooler in the late 60S, when Sen. Gerry Roxas was with other LP
bigwigs - Senators J ovito Salonga, Sonny Osmefia, Eva Kalaw etc. who
dropped by our house in San Agustin, Iriga City, in a campaign sortie)
"May tindig" was how people who saw him would describe the late
senator.
An older friend (a little older friend) told me that, as a child, he saw
Senator Roxas speak at the July 4th celebration at the Luneta
Grandstand sometime in the late 1960s. He recalls that the then young
senator held the huge crowd in rapt attention as he spoke.
"May dating talaga," was his further description of the late senator. He
had a commanding presence. And, he used that commanding presence
to capture the imagination of his countrymen about what our nation can
be.
''Matindi din ang tinig," was how people described his voice. That same
friend told me that in June of 1973, Senator Roxas was invited to
address students at the big theater of the University of the Philippines in
Diliman.
Martial Law had just been declared less than a year at that time. And, as
we all know, Senator Roxas was a staunch nemesis of the Dictatorship.
My friend recounted that in the middle of his speech, the electric power
went off. So, the microphone and the sound system became useless.
But Senator Roxas had a
continued to speak to the
that day, the first Martial
that Senator Gerry Roxas'
never ... be silenced.
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powerful voice, literally and figuratively. He
throng of thousands of adoring students. On
Law batch of UP students would find out ...
physical and moral voice could never ... would

Tindig. Tinig. Tatag ng Pagkatao.
That, in five words, was Senator Gerry Roxas.
When you and I received that heavy, gold medal called Gerry Roxas
Leadership Award on our graduation day, we were given both a
recognition and a legacy to carry on.
That is the legacy of "tindig, tinig and tatag ng pagkatao". We are heirs
of that tradition of leadership in which one is expected to take
courageous stands, to lend one's voice to the silenced and the oppressed,
and to display the strength of character especially during morally trying
times.
Tonight, I join you in this event to say thank you to the Gerry Roxas
Foundation for that award which I received when I graduated in high
school in 1976.
More important, I join you here tonight so we can all together express
our gratitude for the legacy of leadership which we are all called to be
heirs.
Now, there's a Nation out there that will soon look for a leadership that
will carry on with the gains of the present administration. The search for
a leadership that ensures continuity could be a confusing, chaotic one.
Here's my view. As political aspirants jostle for our people's trust and
approval, we must help our countrymen remain focused on the kind of
leadership that our Nation needs.
Our next leader must pass this simple test of tindig, tinig and tatag ng
pagkatao.
Meron ba at malinaw ba ang kanyang paninindigan?
niya ang tinig niya para sa mahihirap at api?

Ipinahiram

ba

Matatag ba ang kanyang pagkatao? Nalabanan ba niya ang tukso na
magnakaw, mandaya at magsinungaling sa kapwa niya Pilipino?
My point is clear and simple: our Nation is looking for one who
possesses the Roxas brand of leadership.
The Roxas brand of leadership which has made a clear and defining
stand on issues that affect our masses. The Roxas brand of leadership
that has lent its voice to the oppressed and the silenced. The Roxas
brand of leadership that stands for integrity and honesty.
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Of course, "kakayahan" is a most important requirement.
But
"kakayahan" alone does not make a good leader. It is the "pagkatao"
which sets the Roxas brand of leadership apart.
You are the heirs of that brand of leadership. You have been recognized
as sterling examples of that leadership brand. Now, as a service to our
country, it's time we help the Nation find a leader who bears that Roxas
brand.
Congratulations and God bless you all!
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